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EDITORIAL
Forty years ago, the words "That Brotherhood May Prevail" were engraved on 
the doorstep of International House, New York, by its founder, John D. Rockefell­
er, Jr. The significance of these four words is ageless. Pur Obliege in Brisb­
ane stands in this great tradition. It is well that for the short period of our 
lives spent in this College, we should endeavour to submerge our differences, 
national, political, cultural, and economic, in a wider concept of unity and co­
operation. Such an action is helpful to the College, to the University campus, 
and to the wider world.
Firstly, the College itself benefits. The nature of our College is but the 
product of a blending together of the nature and experience of the many and various 
resident students. Perhaps that is how one might describe International House - 
a place of variety. Such a blending is .still in its nascent stage. Attainment 
is made increasingly difficult by the rather large turnover of students each year. 
Yet, a core remains throughout, bound together by the possession of some common 
ideal and experience. From the sharing of common experience, the facing of common 
problems, and the pursuit of common goals, a College spirit emerges. This rather 
undefinable quality has been the subject of much controversy. Some argue that 
this feeling for College is to be obtained by physical compulsion, terror tactics, 
and emphasis on divisions within a college. Others feel that the only whole 
hearted college spirit is attained by example, guidance, individual initiative, 
and cooperation. Probably, tha answer lies somewhere between these two extremes. 
The integrity of the individual must be safeguarded. Yet it is the purpose of a 
College such as this to provide a wide range of facilities and opportunities for 
collective action, so that every person resident in college is able to particip­
ate and contribute of himself. Discussions, sport and socials are but means to 
this end. Indeed, participation is the key to the continuing success of any 
such institution as a college. Activities such as the construction of the College 
shop are to be encouraged. Only in this way can the "wider concept" be achieved.
Secondly, the University benefits. International House can strengthen, 
with its ideals and experience, the search for knowledge, enlightment, and 
friendship going on in the life o" the whole cempus. Thus one welcomes such 
ventures as the invitations to University staff members and students to dine and 
talk with us. .
Thirdly, the world benefits. The activities of International House have 
wide implications. Students from countries as far apart as Ghana and Cambodia
have been in residence here. The overseas student gives something of himself to
Australia by the mere fact of his presence. While here, he meets and comes to
know Australians. They in turn come to know him, and learn something of his coun­
try and people.
As you turn through these pages, you will discover something of the nature 
of this College, and come to realise its potential.
R.B.
P.W.
WARDEN'S LETTER
Gentlemen,
As International House has now completed successfully its second year of op­
eration, I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to those who contrib­
uted towards its aims and ideals and also express a few thoughts on the ethos of a 
college.
International House is an affiliated college within the University of Queens­
land. It is not a hall of residence, a hostel, or a boarding house. The word 
"college" (Latin "collegium") means basically "a company of like minded people" and 
this is what I hope will be achieved as our status and standing increase along with 
our years of existence. Df English university colleges, a leading educationist wrote 
- "Given close fellowship with brilliant minds in an elegant and civilised setting, 
it is not surprising that the Oxonian's loyalty and affection go first to the company 
with whom he has lived."
Whilst I am not suggesting we ape the English tradition, and same might quest­
ion the words "elegant" and 'civilised" used in the Australian context, it would be 
unwise not to draw from English tradition what can best be adapted to our own envir­
onment. For me, the key words in the quotation above are "brilliant minds" (one 
third of our number are reading for higher degrees) and "loyalty and affection".
Therefore, what we should strive to do here, is to build a community which 
combines the best features of the old with a more modern approach to corporate life. 
Thus, we have no initiation system, and we extend to our students a trust and free­
dom which, in turn, brings its own obligations. This involves both the loyalty and 
the affection I mentioned earlier.
Finally, I would stress again that International House affords you opportun­
ities not only for living ina benign academic climate, but, through the sharing of 
College life, you have the added advantage of achieving a mutual understanding of 
peoples, of cultures and of the problems that beset us all.
John Donne, perhaps, best stresses the interdependence of mankindi-
"No man is an island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, 
a part of the main. Any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankind.
Again, my thanks and good wishes to you all.
Ivor Cribb.
3A TRIBUTE TO ROTARY INTERNATÍONAL
The association between International House and Rotary has been long and in­
timate: In April, 1955, a public meeting was called by the Rotary Club of Brisbane. 
It was attended by representatives of service clubs, of the Government, and of the 
city of Brisbane. : At the meeting, a unanimous decision was -made to found Internat­
ional House. Ari International House Council was formed, and Mr. Bert Martin, Rot­
ary District Governor, was appointed. Through the efforts of the late Mr. Waiter 
Gilbert, International House was adopted as the Golden Anniversary Project of the 
Rotary Club of Brisbane.
At this stage, idealism and enthusiasm were all that existed. A Site and 
money were lacking. Eventually, the State government gave International House one 
and a quarter acres of land at St. LUcia. Some finance was raised through paid or­
ganisers; much came from Rotary and other service organisations, and by voluntary 
contributions. At the outsat, the response was apathetic. The Executive was frus­
trated by a wall of polite indifference, arid only the determination of the Executive, 
under the indefatigable leadership of Mr. Bert Martin, saved the project from ignom­
inious extinction.
However,- in April, 1963, the situation changed. Mr. Martin visited seven 
countries in South-East ^sia, with considerable success. International House was 
accepted by the Senate as an affiliated College within the University of Queensland. 
Both' S-fcate- and Cederai governments agreed to assist Rotary, and subsidize the pro­
ject. . Construction commenced, and eighteen months after Sir Alan Mansfield unveil­
ed the foundation stone, International House opened its doors to students.
This great experiment has ind id been successful. ■ Much of this success has 
been due to the vision and work of Rotary International. Rotary inaugurated the 
concept of International House, and adapted this College as its project. Even to­
day it is giving much financial assistance so that Stage 3 may be completed.
Messrs. Bert Martin and Ivor Cribb head a large number of Rotarians- interested in 
this College., and it's activities. Several Brisbane Rotary clubs have invited stud­
ents from overseas for weekend visits and tours through south-east Queensland.
Rotary members see this College as a manifestation of their policy of intsC- 
national service - to encourage and foster the advancement of understanding, tol­
eration, and goodwill throughout the world. For this, we, the students of Inter­
national House, express our sincere thanks.
-- oOo---
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SOCIAL LIFE. 1966.
"Escapees at International House Run Wild Debauch," read the advertisement 
in that reputed University publication "Semper Eloreat." Though the words tend 
.to associate our esteemed college with crime, they aptly describe the spirit of 
the College's first official cabaret, "Verboten." This name, of course, further 
justifies the suspicions carried in interested minds. The Cabaret scene at the 
Refectory was one of much varied and exciting activity. Subdued lights, colour­
ful decorations, provocative exotic dancers, "go-go" girls, the rhythm of "The 
Counts", singing and dancing, the whispers of r ¡manee in obscure corners - all 
these were practically obscured by clouds of smoke and by the rowdy crowd of over 
twelve hundred. All voted the Cabaret a tremendous success. Behind the gaiety 
and bright lights, there were the brilliant organisation, the inspiration of Yeo 
Song Seng, and the labours of enthusiastic college members., A staggering two 
hundred gallons of beer were required to baptize this brain child, and an.equally 
staggering profit of only ten dollars came from sales of the amber fluid. This 
was commonly held to be the result of traces of corruption amongst the "escapees."
A certain C0n GgB member entrusted with the escorting home of two go-go girls was 
noticeably absent for two days afterwards. His somewhat dubious explanation was 
that they lived out of town.
The first term Beer Night, during which soft drinkers also were catered for, 
proved an overwhelming success, Though the evening started with much eager and 
active participation, soon the spirit diminished, and it is feared that many less 
efficient "rowers" ware swept overboard. It remained for some of the stronger 
rowers, namely Gary Echnlfield, Mileham Hayes, B i n  McCormack, Kim Price, and a 
certain prominant college f.gure, to row the boat home, or empty the keg. Most' 
enjoyed the first term Hop, Tf-,o study consciences of many college members must 
have been troubled, because they had already retired to their-rooms before 10 p.m. 
"Ben Hur" Ragbir stole the show by driving his chariot to the dance. A creditable' 
performance was displayed by Albert L-icm, John Teh, Liew Ah Choy, and Jeff Spender, 
who rowed the College to victory in the I'nter-Eollege Aquatic Carnival. Again 
this yeax, International House proudly- entered a float in the Commonwealth '^ eek 
celebrations. Hastily designed and constructed by Phil. Block, our reject from 
the U.5.A.? the float was adorned with .various naughty placards, and featured Jeff 
"De Gaulle" Bryant, riding down Queen Street, astride his well-directed bomb. On 
the home front, our several experienced brickies, including the undaunted Dick 
Hinde, Phil Ventcn, K^m Price, and NUguyen Quang BuC, assisted by other worthy 
navvies, proved their capabilities as building tradesmen when' they constructed the 
College Shope and Wine Cellar under the-Di_nmg Hall. One an- nymous donor sacrif­
iced his toilet door to provide a much-needed entrance to the wine cellar. Though 
seven weeks overdue, the College Shcpe now stands as an impressive and creditable 
memorial to the builders.
College members, leading Rotarians, and invited guests,- attended the annual 
formal, and this was anight enjoyed by all. The ladies provided the chief source 
of attraction as they danced somewhat in-elegantly to the music of the "Banned".
5Though most voted the evening a success, there were murmurs that the person in ch­
arge of the caterings should be severely reprimanded. One interesting experiment 
held later in second term was a coffee and p rt tasting evening held in conjunction 
with Women's College. This provided not only a varied selection of world coffees 
and ports,-.but also an opportunity for some or our overseas students to extend their 
hospitality, to Australian girls, and thereby strengthen international relationships.
A hurried search beforehand for suitable candleholders revealed that some of the sup­
posedly "reserved" college members possessed the best and most varied collections 
of wine bottles. A steak and beer night completed the social scene for second term.
That worthy chef, Phil Venton, barely escaped with his life when the steak supply 
gave out early, and some members felt that they had merely commenced their meal.
However, these appeared to find the beer an acceptable substitute.
Ray Lovitt and Dick Hinde added to the prestige of the College by acquiring 
automobiles at the end of second term. Dick Hurley purchased what he termed "the 
hottest Holden in the entire University", and disguised the same as a real bomb.
Dick repeatedly and unsuccessfully endeavoured to convince John "Brahham" D'ArCy 
that he had stripped all the gears in his transmission during one bf his not so 
successful "power-take-offs." A veteran in the auto business, Dick's firm policy 
remains1- "If you can't afford a Dadge, then at least dodge a Cord."
Though again "Banned," the third term hop was a very casual affair conducted 
in the cellar. The seating available (bags of sawdust) proved f >  too uncomfortable, 
and most of those present spent the evening in other parts of the college. Intern­
ational House Freshers actively participated in the "Colympics" (Inter College 
Olympics) held on the oval near ^'omen's College. Angry ^xclamations and cries of 
anguish could be heard during the many tough nights of training for terrestial row­
ing prior to the great day. Our noble first-years carried the torch from the Old 
.Union-College on Wickham Terrace to George Street in the city. V i c t o r y  eluded our 
rowing crew, despite all their intensive preparation. However, the College was some­
what redeemed by an equal-first placing in the Aquatic C-^niyai, Bill ^ C q^ o c I^
Chris 0'Nei H f ancj Tom Stevens revealed hours of conscientious practice during their 
performance over the Obstacle CDUrse. Yef covered in mud, and altogether confused, 
they were unable to press upon the judges their claims of success. During the' I»C.C. 
Ball held in the Refectory, International H0use received its trophies for Basketball 
Debating, H0ckey and Drinking. These were charged with amber liquid by John Teh, 
and passed round to those College memhers present, amidst many cheers of jubilation.
Any social, programme for a College is incomplete without the end-of-year dinners. 
International House held two of these thos year. A riotous and apparently successful 
evening was held at the Chinese Club by members of the 5eni0r Common Boom. Most re­
turned very late and very much the worse for the wear. The annual Valedictory Dinner 
consisted of a fine four-course meal, toasts, speeches by the valedictees, and reports 
from the Warden and that spy-fellow, Dic;< Hurley. A srnoko in the cellar completed the 
night's celebrations. Examination preparation made necessary a curbing of such riotous 
activities. Socially, 1965 was a happy and successful year for the college. Of course, 
much remains to be done. There is a need for more variety and greater participation.
Qne already hears mention of new plans for the coming year.
P. Burza.
P. Wicks.
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DELHI (January. 1965.)
by
R. E. Hurley.
I swallowed the last mouthful of sickly yellow gruel, mopped up the last few 
grains of rice with a piece of brown pancake, and swilled away the horrid taste 
with some clear cold water. A cup of tea and two Entero-Vioform tablets given me 
by an American missionary finished off the meal.
I excused myself to the company present - a small, bearded, rather tedious 
Englishman, whose only topic of conversation was the supremacy of the British race, 
and left the table. Someone took my place as I left, and I heard the familiar 
sounds behind my bock as I made my way to the door. "The trouble with.you bloody 
Indians .......
I found the drior of my room unlocked, A new arrival perhaps. "Is there any­
one in?" He must be taught to lock the door. Thank God everything is still here. 
Better push this case under the bed though, - not too safe, and if I am going out
I had better go quickly, the sun is almost below the horizon, and I'must get a photo­
graph of the Jantar Mantar against the setting cun. "Good evening.' Yes, I am just 
on my way out. Yes, way out. See y0U tomorrowl" Anc) I walked quickly through the 
door and across the lawn, carefully circumnavigating the main conference room. I 
had been politely asked that afternoon to attend- a bible study class, I think it 
was, that same evening, .1 was studying at the 'Y', and I thought I had better not 
say that I would rather not, being a Buddhist, which was the immediate thought that 
came into my head. As it was, I hummed and hahhed a bit, deciding in the end that
I might have to go out that evening. And out I was going, as I said, carefully cir­
cumnavigating the conference room with its french windows wide open to the lawn to 
expose any such fugitive as myself.
Camera firmly grasped in hand, I s'crode quickly along Jai S^ngh Road and into 
Parliament Street. The-Observatory was still open and the sun was-a circle,of red 
fire. A youth was madly running around the inside of one of the horizontal wheel 
contraptions, - round and round, Was this exercise? Training for some sport perhaps? 
^n endless persecution of treadmilling in a horizontal plane. Or perhaps he might 
be more civilised than this. Perhaps this was a form of prayer, the Hindustani idea 
of a prayer wheel. The greater the energy spent per revolution, the greater the 
spiritual benefit. The youth was sweating now. ^hining beads of orange light were 
standing out on his face. bvery+hing, in fact, was bathed in an orange-red colour 
from this marvellous sunset. I climbed up'a set of concrete steps rising sharply 
into the sky at an angle of sixty degrees or so. There must have been a good seventy 
or eighty of them, for I was puffing madly at the top. It was quite an excellent 
view. I found a suitable composition of curves and angles ageinst a background of 
palm trees and orange light, and pressed the shutter release. There was a bit of a 
breeze up there and it was feeling none too warm. I looked down below to the cir­
cular device. 'The boy had stopped running and was walking out of the gates. The..
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sun had shrunk to a semi-r’'relè, so I walked down the steps, slowly, pausing now and 
then to look up at the brilliant spectrum above, - a deep blue black to the East, a 
warmly glowing heat to the West. I walked briskly out of the Observatory Gardens 
and waited for a bus. 1"here were still a great many people in the streets, and it 
was the usual jam and pus, push and jam, to get a foothold on the ancient vehicle 
when she arrived. "The Complaints Book is held with the Conductor". W^o wants to 
complain anyway? We all prefer to pack in tight, really tight, and jostle each other. 
Where is this bus going as a matter of interest? W^0 cares.'.........
A temple. - ^ust get off. Push and shove again. "Excuse me. o^rry.' " 
Shout at the driver. Buy a ticket. Squeeze. Harc)er> harder. And then..../ix osdom.' 
Off and away into free space. I crossed the street and stood below the tall white 
edifice amongst candles and people milling hither, thither. Sweeping movements, 
rustling of clothes, quiet, bare-footed padding, relaxation. I gave my shoes to the 
beggar attendant and walked in. White walls, statues, effigies, candlelight glowing 
softy, softly.........
The crisp sharp air struck me keenly on the face as I walked briskly a- 
way from the Cakshmi Narayan Temp'ie intQ the black night. I hoped that I Was walk­
ing in the general direction of home, towards yellow curry and bible study classes.
I had a map, but it was too dark to read. The names on the buses were in Hincji and 
I just did not feel I could bear to go through with that complex procedure of asking 
thP- w2y. I stepped quickly along dark avenues lined with trees, stepping aside from 
time to time to avoid the groups who had gathered on the pavements for the night's 
rest. Some squatting, some lying, families and old men mostly. A fire or two to pro­
vide warmth, a paraffin lamp for the Í-'■ier off to provide light. ' I stopped-to pur­
chase some roasted peanuts from the vendor. A pyramidal pile of peanuts. Smell of 
fire and roast, Goocj -to eat, good to taste, flickering lights and peanuts on a 
dark night...............
Even if the evening meal is foul, breakfast is good. Particularly at a 
quarter to ten on Wednesday morning. I managed to procure a seat away from ^is Maj­
esty, and quietly sipped my coffee while meditating upon excursions to come. The
Red Fort? The Taj perhaps? Old Delhi? What about the Locji Tomhs? 5corning buses
I strode into Jai ^ingh ^oad and up Parlf.jnent Street to Connaught Place, - once or 
twice round the concentric rings of road peering at beggars and bookshops. (The Kama 
^utra.') - and away down Qutb ^oad. It is a long walk. Quiet at first, the peace 
only disturbed by a gang of labourers rushing madly with a truck of Ibricks up an im­
possibly steep slope. A bicycle or two passes. An old woman creaks, a small child
squeals. 50 much for the first mile, it does not last. As *-*ld Delhi approaches, 
the noise grows, the bicycles multiply, and man, woman and child, become a teeming 
mass of browm-skinned humanity. How strange, only one white face among thousands,- 
mine. The men are dirty and dusty, the boys are grubby and in rags mostly, but the 
women, as for them, they are cool, fragrant and fresh in the dirty heat, and their 
little girls too. Bright colours, red, orange, ultramarine, yellow ..;... Specks of 
beauty amongst a surging humanity. A clang of steel, a fist of grain, a roasted 
nut. Dgp-j-ig^ .^  doctor, butcher, baker, candlestick maker. Everyone is here babbling
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and buying, singing and selling. Life is trade, trade is life. Enjoy life and be 
saved. Nothing matters. Tima present is present time, and why not?
Ì paused to 'watch the local barber shave the head of his client by the road­
side. To stand.and,watch anything in Old Delhi is a feat in itself, the side 
of the road the crowd pushes and shoves, the centre is a mass of bicycles and tri­
shaws, with a horse or a bullock or two lumbering aside everything in its way. The 
smell is amazingly not too bad, - the undesirable smells seem to be in general swam­
ped by the more pleasant odours of roasted peanuts, burning steel from an oxy-acety- 
lene flame, fruit, flowers. What is this? Gross? a park! I walked in only too 
glad to be free of the rob. Everywhere ~ forms. Human apparently, wrapped in blank­
ets. Dead or alive I could not tell, but they did not stir too much. (Some, I 
suppose, just like to sleep all the time). Humps and lumps, shapeless masses, a foot 
or two. In the Park c-thers talk, squatting on haunches. Four or five maybe in earn­
est discussion. Talking of what? Work, sleep, women perhaps, maybe religion. It 
was a small park and I quickly found myself again amongst the mob in the main street. 
The great Red For ’ was ahead and I pushed my way towards it down the Chandi Chowk,
(a man died of cold here according to this morning's papers). Oh yes! This is 
where the tourists come; someone is approaching me. "You like to buy snakes, sir, 
very nice snake." Three or four of them long and slimy were wound around h ’s arm 
and neck. "Mo, no, thank you, not just now". A snake charmer refuses to charm un­
less I pay him substantially in advance. Five r. nutes of hard bargaining, and the 
handsome King Cobras rear from the basket to the wail of Indian woodwind. ( I sus­
pect they would hove reared anyway, but he refused to open thn basket unless he 
played his pipe at the irre,.
I spent the rest of the day lying on the grass inside the Fort, taking a snap 
or two, getting up to pad barc"o • crcund a mosque, or just dozing in the sun. The 
Fort is large and contains parkland in addition to its being the headquarters of the 
local regiment. It is six o'clock end time to get bock to the *Y*. Perhaps tonight 
there will be a change from vnllrw curry.
There wasn't - and that night even Entero-Viofom did not save me. I thought 
grimly of the stomach tortures I suffered, as I made by way a few days later to the . 
Air Terminal. A bedfull of cobras, a nightmare of grinning faces, - shivering nausea. 
Well that was over and I was lugging my baggage down Parliament Street at four in 
the morning. Only a very occasional flicker of light could be seen from the peanut 
roasters. Most of them had put out their fires long ago and fallen asleep. Forms 
here, forms there, around trees r.r.d in gutters. Apart from a sore stomach I felt 
quite sorry to leave. Soon I would be facing those customs officials again. Quite 
unlike customs officials really, Stecming with friendliness from behind their hof-ry 
beards and old, old greatcoats, keeping out the chill of the night air. No more 
beggars, or sarees, or turbans (red turban and tight pants with a neatly trimmed beard 
if you really want to be with it), or old men urinating at the side of the road, or 
snakes, or crazy trishaw rides, and a wonderful thought - I need never eat Y.M.C.A 
yellow curry again!
---oGo—
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VIETNAMESE SOCIETY
by
Nguyen Anh-Tuan.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Vietnam was still unknown to most 
Western people. Most of them were unaware of the existence of a 65,0GD square-mile 
piece of land on the south-eastern corner of Asia, inhabited by almost 26 -million 
people. Nowadays, because of the present war, Vietnam has become of much more con­
cern to the West.
Military and political problems which have arisen from the existing situation 
in South Vietnam are being fully reported and discussed in daily newspapers. How­
ever, to fully understand these problems, it is necessary to know something of the 
Vietnamese soci.. . structure.
In terms of classes, Vietnamese society is not very different from Australian 
society: classes are not very clearly distinguished. From the beginning of Vietnam­
ese history till the nineteenth century (before the French domination), distinctions 
between classes were based on social occupation. Men of education formed the top 
class. Following in order were farmers, manual workers, and traders. The order shows 
the importance of each profession in the estimation of the people at the time. The 
top class consisted of educated men who endeavoured to obtain a senior position in 
the administrative hierarchy. Only in that way, they thought, could they have the 
opportunity to help the country, to carry cut the general tasks of government and 
development. These talented men, who formed a group of "elites", were selected by 
examinations. These were held, by the local governments for lower degrees, and by 
the central government for higher degrees. The position in the administratia/e hier­
archy was determined by the results of these examinations. The examinations were 
held every three years at the local level, and every six years at the central level. 
Women were permitted to sit for these examinations.
\
The farmers formed the second important group in society. This group consis­
ted of nearly 90$ of the population, and even today remains the largest group in 
Vietnamese society. The importance of the farmers arose from the fact that the whole 
economy, before French occupation, depended upon agriculture. One notes here that, 
under the dynasty in the fifteenth century, some parts of the land were owned by a 
group of wealthy families, but the rest was equally distributed amongst poor farmers. 
Such portions were known as "public land".
The last two groups were the workers and traders, both forming a small per­
centage of the population. These manual workers had to be distinguished from farm 
workers, since almost all farmers had some extra work to earn additional income, 
but were still identified as farmers. Thus, workers consisted of non-farm labourers. 
Before the French domination, the traders did not have an important position, be­
cause foreign .relations were not extensively developed, and because the S-shaped 
piece of land was not a good condition for trading. There was hardly the type of 
"big businessman" that exists nowadays.
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At the end of the nineteenth century, the French cerne to Vietnam bringing 
VA/ith them western civilisation; and in a short time, the social structure describ­
ed above was changed completely. New groups appeared, and the importance of each 
group has, from then on, been based on money rather than on education. However, 
occupation is still applied to distinguish "classes", such as: professional men,
employers, white-collar workers, businessmen, teachers.
Nevertheless, both before and after the French occupation, Vietnamese soc­
iety contained no classes in the real meaning of the term. It is true that there 
were mainly four groups in one society, with different levels of importance, but 
these four groups were not strictly "closed". That is, one could easily identify 
himself as belonging to this group or that group, provided that he had obtained 
some characteristics which membership in that particular group required. A farmer 
could reasonably expect his son to be in the "power elites" by simply sending his 
son to a "school" in the village where he was living. The child usually became a 
member of his teacher's family.
There was only one restriction. Women were not allowed to sit for examin­
ations. However, this does not mean that women were not educated during that per­
iod, On the contrary, women did have the opportunity to be educated, although not 
as much as did the men . Some of the brilliant women became famous "lady generals", 
and two of them, the Trung sisters, became Queen, ruling the country for almost 
two years.
In modern Vietnamese society, there is a high degree of egalitarianism.
The difference between groups are not sharp. The society is without aristocracy 
or privilege, although the monarchy was not abolished until the beginning of this 
century..
As stated above, criteria such as income, occupation and religion could be 
used to distinguish between "groups" in our modern eociety. The high-income groups 
seem to consist of businessmen, and high civil servants. This group is merely a 
minority. Men with an average income of $>100 per month are.usually thought of as 
in the "middle class." These are teachers, white-collar workers, skilled manual 
workers, and civil servants on grade B. One notes that Civil Servants are divided 
into three groups. A, B, and C, according to the basic income of each group. The 
low-income group contains semi- and un-skilled manual workers., and civil servants 
in group C. However, according to tradition, the "intellectual" professions are 
usually the "best". As a result, a teacher or a bureaucrat, although his average 
income is not high, is more respected than a businessman.
Whilst religion may be an important criterion politically this is not the 
situation socially, Budhists bulk large in the population, and constitute at least 
60$ of the papulation. However, if the so called "Confucians" were considered as 
Buddhists, the proportion would amount to 80$. Christians constitute the second 
largest group, representing 15$ of the papulation. Briefly, if one chooses to dis­
regard some differences which exist in economic wealth, in occupation®, and in ed­
ucation, it can be said that Vietnamese society remains egalitarian; a society in 
which every member can have an equal share in all human activities.
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ISLAM IN AUSTRALIA.
by
Hasanbasri.
Islam is the religion of nearly 4D0 million people. If Christianity is div­
ided into C i;holicism and Protestantism, and Confucianism differentiated from Taoiãm, 
then Islam is numerically the second largest religion in the world. Islam was br­
ought into existence by the last prophet , Muhammed, in Mecca, 5audi Arabia, in the
early part of the sixth century, A.D. From there,'the religion spread rapidly,
through the Middle East to Europe, and then to 5outh East Asia, through Persia, Pak­
istan and India. Those who believe in Islam are called Muslim, not Mohammedan,
since the teaching of Islam is centered on the unity of God, not the prophet Muhammed.
Australia is a comparatively new nation, discovered by voyagers from Europe, 
some two hundred years ago. In recent times, Islam has come to Australia, brought 
mainly by the Indians, Pakistanis and Afghans at the end of the nineteenth century. 
These people moved throughout Australia, and built mosques in the major areas of 
settlement. Today, for example, there are mosques in Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth.
Under : Australian migration schemes, other Muslims have come to Australia, 
from countries such as Turkey, Southern Europe, and North African states. Numbers 
of such- immigrants are increasing every year. Once in Australia, they form organ­
isations and societies - the Muslims communities of Perth and Adelaide, the Turk- - 
ish societies of Sydney and Melbourne, and the Lebanese society of Sydney. Out­
wardly, these societies sppear to be based on national identity, but in reality, 
they were formed to preserve their culuure - which is closely connected with their 
religion - Islam. At Easter 1964 a conference was held in Sydney at which most 
Islamic Societies were represented. From this conference emerged the Australian 
Fereration of Islamic Societies. Moreover, the growing number of Muslim ¡University 
students in Australia necessitated the formation of Muslim Students Associations, 
such as that at the Queensland University.
■ Islam is a practical.religion,■ which encourages its followers to learn.
The Holy Phophet, Muhammed said: -"Find the knowledge, even though you have to go 
to China": and also, "The pan of a learned man is sharper than the sword of the 
Martyr." In various.parts of the Muslim Holy Book, the Quran, we find the phrase 
"Why do you not think?" An Islamic mind is one of thinking and use of reason. As 
well, it is an independent mind. Islam tolerates no social or racial prejudices.
In the words of the Quran: "No discrimination between people, male or female, each
is compensated according to his deed: good for good and evil for evil."
Islam has much to offer Australia. Take for example the problems of the ab­
origines. In the eyes of Islam, the Aborigines are equal to the rest of humaniy 
As Islam was able to unite the wild Arab Tribes in the Arabian Desert in the sixth 
century, so it would contribute much to integrating the Australian aborigines into 
society, with respect and dignity. As it grows in strength, Islam, by the intro­
duction of new ideas and customs, will do much to enrich the culture and way qf life 
of Australia. ---0G0---
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A GHANAIAN LOOKS TO THE FUTURE.
by
5. Awuah.
After more than a centure of British rule, my country became, in 1957, the 
first black African nation to achieve independence. Geographically speaking,
Ghana, situated on Africa’s west coast, has in area 92,100 square miles, about one 
seventh the size of Queensland, and.a population of roughly seven and a half mill­
ions, with a growth rate of 2.6% per year. Anyone interested in Ghana’s future 
must, of course, take note of her recent past.
Those who assumed the leadership of the new nation discovered that the Bri­
tish had left behind them a considerable legacy. Between 1948 and 1957, educat­
ional facilities were expanded. A university and a college of technology were est­
ablished in 1948 and 1952 respectively. The civil service had been well organised 
on British lines, and communications modernised.
Headed by Kwane Nkrumah, the new government emphasised expansion in all sec­
tors of the economy. Developments in education were especially stressed. By 1963, 
a university college for science education was established to prepare teachers to . 
work in secondary schools. Enrolments increased markedly at every educational lev­
el from primary to tertiary. Indded, legislation passsed in 1961' made attendance 
at primary and middle schools free and compulsory. Accompanying this was a drive 
towards increased rural education, community developments, and welfare services.
By 1964, a new harbour had been built, a shipping line and airways established, arid 
the giant hydro-electric Volta dam was nearing completion. The years of independ­
ence brought much economic and social progress to Ghana. Yet in 1966, revolution 
occurred, and Ghana’s leader since independence, Kwane Nkrumah, was removed from off­
ice. Against this background of development outlined above, we must discuss some 
vital factors that led to the overthrow of President Wkrumah in February, 1966.
At the attainment of independence in 1957, Nkrumah had pledged that the in­
dependence of Ghana meant nothing until it was linked with the total liberation of 
Africa. He initiated a series of conferences between leaders of African states, 
and a dynamic impetus to Pan-Africanism. To translatehlbis pledge into reality, he 
needed a militant centralised government in Ghana, and the well organised Convention 
Peoples Party provided the answer. Nkrumah sought overall power in Ghana. He inters 
preted opposition to his regime as a betrayal of Ghana and pan-Africanism, punishable 
by dentention without trial. Thus he failed to reckon with the inherent political 
sense of the average Ghanaian, and indirectly accepted underground conspiracy. Such 
a situation necessitated a police state which directly contradicted the normal way 
of life of the poplpe. The numerous attempts on his life only hardened his deter- 
mination for more power. This gave the people a choice; either to live under a 
dictatorship, or to forcibly overthrow Nkrumah. The militant socialist attitude of 
the government and its policy of arbitary detention created a political climate whicih 
was not conducive to investment in the ecomomy, whether from home or abroad. In 
Ghana, people were unwilling to purchase government bonds for fear of possible arbit--
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rary confiscation. Internationally, there were no substantial flows of capital in­
to Ghana, In 1964, the share of the non-government sector of the economy in capit­
al formation actually declined. Government investments in the Volta River projects 
manufacturing industries, and agriculture were not earning sufficient returns to gen­
erate future development. In addition to unproductive investments, valuable resources 
were diverted to unproductive political organisation both at home and .abroad. Cer­
tainly the various government expenditures meant an increase in money supply, but the 
falling prices for cocoa, gave rise to the need for import restrictions. These in 
turn caused shortages of even essential commoditiuu and a general rise in prices.
The U.5.A. refused a food loan to Ghana late last year. Nkrumah had consistently att­
acked American policies, and the U.S.A.' regarded him as in league with those behind 
the Iron Curtain.
The populace were uncertain of their country's political future. Nkrumah 
had indirectly conceded to underground opposition. The people were not prepared to 
reduce their consumption standards while they suspected government ministers were ex­
ceptions to the general hardship. Political uncertainty and economic hardship paved 
the way for growing discontent. Because of this situtation, Ghana welcomed the army 
takeover of power in February this year.
What of the futrre? Here I want to offer some positive comments regarding 
the future of my country. The first stage is to create a favourable atmosphere for 
both foreign and local investment. Certainly, a good government free from corruption 
is a necessity. However, Ghanaians should not follow a policy of pleasing any for­
eign government through investing "ideal" systems of government in order to obtain 
slices of aid. The great Socrates always taught "Know thyself," and this teaching 
should be cornerstone of any future government, which must accordingly be patterned 
on local conditions. A sincere, corruption-free government, truly free and not man­
ipulated by outside powers, is all that is needed to build confidence at home and 
abroad. Internal confidence should lead to mobilisation of capital through bond sales 
amd the banding together of local businessmen to form industrial companies.
Next, in order is an important and urgent emphasis on marketing research to 
show businessmen the areas of profitable investment. In addition, there should be 
a wide search for markets to allow the excess capacities of the present industries 
td be used. In the agricultural field, there should be a general shift from per­
manent to annual crop.production wherever there is consistency between climatic con­
ditions and favourable market research results. The best general production technique 
here would be mechanized cooperatives with members drawn from farm institutes. The 
expensive normal extension services to peasant fxrmers will have to be drastically 
cut and transferred to mechanized cooperative sectors for greater production. Here 
peasants should be encouraged to look after '.themselves, through price incentives.
The history of peasant cocoa farming suggests soch encouragement is sufficient. The 
shift to mechanised cooperatives and annual crop production should stimulate the use 
of agricultural inputs such as seed and fertilizer, and thus cause a forward linkage 
expansionary movement in agricultural input industries.
Next, the religious bodies must be brought into the field of economic growth.
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Our churches have had, at least an balance, a commendable record in education. But 
modem man demands a high standard of living, and should not be taught to accept 
poverty as a passport for a good-after-life. Rather,. I feel that religion should 
teach man to aim-at this high standard of living. The Churches should use their 
wealth to invest industries, as the Roman Catholic Church has done in America and 
Italy.
In Ghana, there is a need for increased emphasis on technical education. The 
efficient army engineering carps should be assigned to teach -their skills in techn­
ical institutions, and should carry out a consistent rood and bridge construction 
programme.
I believe that the conditions in Ghana permit the realisation of the recomm­
endations made above. Essentially what is needed is an enthusiastic government, an 
atmosphere of real freedom of action and criticism, which will generate hope and 
confidence in Ghana's future. The history of the political and economic growth of 
industrialised nations reveals the basic fact that indigenous effort - either through 
government or individual action - has always been the essential factor making for 
success. The old regime, with all its faults, was at least able . to create favour­
able conditio ns for growth. With the new government determined to eschew all the 
political and economic bottlenecks of the Nkrumah regime, Ghanaians must take up 
the challenge to help themselves in order to expect help from others. Only in this 
way can Ghana's hope of the future be realised.
- — 0O0— -
BEHOLD YOUR EYES. VAIN HUMANITY.
Intangible in thought, yet touch chills the spine - 
Subservient to the desires of the selfish few.
From the sculptor's hand, the artist's brush'- such refine; 
Irridescence, opalescence enhances the hue;
Perfection, an imitation of immortality; this a god.
Behold your eyes, vain humanity - here lies your destiny.
This, your opiate, the inspiration of your souls - to be made a shod? 
Conscienceless with the audacity to question divine providence; 
Obsequious in his hypocrisy, ostentatious in his imitation: 
Promiscuous in his obscenity - morally depraved man.
In the somnolent depths of frustrations, depression - sympathy. 
Believing, this cold grey statue warms your hearts - love.
Looking calmly down, the pacifist.
Respect this your standard.
Peering, admiring, loving, rebuking, ignoring an indemnity. 
Comprehension or ignorance - servants to your destiny,
Integrity, Decision, Independence, control eternity.
P. Burza.
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PRODUCTIVE NON CONFORMITY.
by
R .B . M o r r ish .
M a n 's  i n t e g r i t y  seems to be a f r u i t f u l  sou rce  o f  in s p i r a t io n  f o r  n o v e l i s t s ,  
d ra m a t is t s ,  and any U io  f e e l  in c l in e d  to sp e cu la te  on man in  h i s  s o c ie ty .  "To th in e  
own s e l f  be t r u e "  m ight have seemed a f a i r  summary e x h o rta t io n ,  but the  in t e g r i t y  
theme' s frequency  o f  occu rrence , and the a v id i t y  o f  i t s  re ce p t io n  would seem to i n ­
d ic a te  that the p a tte rn  o f  behav iou r i s  e a s ie r  to  p re sc r ib e  than to change,
A f a i r l y  w ise  ob se rva tio  n p r e v a i l s  th a t  the in d iv id u a l  has the g re a te st  chance 
of s u r v i v a l  i f  he. i s  w e ll-a d ju s te d  to  h is  s o c ie ty ,  and that he must to some degree 
fo re g o  complete independence o f  a c t io n ,  o r reduce h i s  s o c ie t y  to  chao s. However, an 
argument can be p resented  that s o c i a l  man can p ro g re s s  o n ly  i f  c e r t a in  in d iv id u a l s ,  
w ith  the c a p a c ity  and t r a in in g  f o r  in n o v a t io n ,  f a i l  to  conform com ple te ly  to e x i s t in g  
id e a s .  What i s  r e q u ire d  f o r  change and p ro g re s s  i s  a p a r t i a l  nop co n fo rm ity  -  the 
e x e r t io n  of independent thought and a c t io n  in  a p a r t ic u la r  a rea  wtere the in d iv id u a l  ; 
i s ,  in  a sense, b e t te r  in form ed than h i s  f e l lo w s .  T h is  p a r t i a l  n o n -con fo rm ity , how­
eve r, needs to appear w ith in  a con te xt o f g e n e ra l co n fo rm ity  to s o c ia l  norms; o th e r­
w ise , the i n d i v i d u a l 's  c o n t r ib u t io n  i s  in  danger o f  b e in g  re je c te d  by th e  s o c ie t y .
T h is  s p e c ia l  type of p a r t i a l  non conform ity, th a t  a c t u a l ly  c o n t r ib u te s  to  advances in  
M a n 's  knowledge o f  the s t a t e  o f  Nature -  and t h i s  in c lu d e s  both the p h y s ic a l  e n v ir ­
onment and the s o c i a l  environm ent p rov ided  by Man h im se lf  -  we s h a l l  term "p ro d u c t iv e  
N o n -co n fo rm ity . " The b a s ic  argument i s  that advances in  M a n 's  knowledge -  o f  h im se lf ,  
o f  has r e la t io n s  w ith  h is  f e l lo w s ,  o f  h is environm ent, and t i s  in t e r a c t io n  w ith  i t s  
g e n e ra l ly  -  w i l l  im prove h i s  c a p a c ity  to  s u r v iv e  and l i v e  e f f e c t iv e ly .
I t  sh o u ld  be c le a r  that c re a t iv e  t h in k in g  to improve M a n 's  knowledge i s  not 
co n s id e re d  to  be r e s t r ic t e d  to  s c i e n t i f i c  endeavour; but th a t  c re a t iv e  t h in k in g  in  
l i t e r a t u r e ,  the a r t s ,  and techno logy  can a l l  c o n tr ib u te  to improvements i n  M a n 's  ad­
justm ent to an eve r more complex environm ent. In  fa c t ,  i t  i s  undoubtedly in c r e a s in g ­
l y  ne ce ssa ry  th a t  l i t e r a r y  and genera l c u l t u r a l  advances take p lace  in  o rd e r to a llow  
in d iv id u a l s  to re co gn ize  some "m eaning" w ith in  th e  d i v e r s i t y  of t h e i r  l i f e  e xp e rien ce s.
However, granted th e  n e c e s s it y  o f  p ro d u c t ive  non-co.n firm ity , how can we f in d  
out th e  c o n d it io n s  f o r  i t s  e x is te n c e ?  T h is  appears to  be a ta sk  s u it a b le  f o r  the  
s o i a l  s c ie n t i s t .  We s h a l l  take a b r ie f  g lance  a t  some te n ta t iv e  r e s u l t s  o f  the an­
a l y s i s  o f  v a r ia b le s  e f fe c t in g  independence aid con fo rm ity .
I t  i s  n e c e ssa ry  -to look  v e ry  b r i e f l y  a t con fo rm ity  g e n e ra lly  i n  o rd e r to  p la ce  
our o b s r r v a t io n s  w ith in  con te xt. V a r ia b le s  a f f e c t in g  the  outcome of a c la s h  between 
the i n d i v i d u a l 's  c e n so ry  im p re ss io n , a t t it u d e ,  o r  e xp re ssed  judgement, and the  e x p re ss ­
ed judgement o r  pronouncement o f  a group o f W iic h 'h e  i s  a member, seem to f a l l  in t o  
two types -  s i t u a t io n a l  aid p e r s o n a l it y  v a r ia b le s .  5 i t u a t io n a l  v a r ia b le s  concern the 
p re se n t environm ent -  the nature o f  the th i r.t; b e ing  judged by th e  in d iv id u a l  and h i s  
group, the "p r e s s u r e "  f o r  con fo rm ity  b rought to  bear by o th e r  group members, and so on. 
P e r s o n a l it y  v a r ia b le s  r e fe r  Id a sp e c ts  o f  the  s t ru c tu re  of the i n d i v i d u a l 's  own le a rn e d
-and innate behaviour patterns*
Conformity, as commonly observed in "yielding to group pressures" may involve 
very different intra-individual processes!on different occasions. One must not con­
fuse expedient conformity and "true" conformity,- and not to 'mistake "negative con­
formity" for true independence. Expedient conformity occurs where the individual 
appears to conform to the group, but nevertheless retains independence in his pri­
vate thinking. This may of course be quite adaptative at times, and is possibly to 
be commended as a thehriique for avoiding unpleasant arguments, or arrests by over- 
zealous policemen! The popular American singer, Johnny Cash, admirably expresses 
the sentiment of expedient conformity in a song commenting on a current social sit­
uation:
"And if you'vQ got any radical opinions/ Keep 'em to yourself/ 
or Man - you'll get drafted!"
VJhilo the individual retains private independence, it is always possible for 
hime_to wait for the appropriate time to publicly express this independence. If the 
independent idea is a useful one, an advance on the "cúnvential wisdom," the society 
will benefit. However, the critical question is how long the individual can retain 
independence whilst conforming for expedience. Studies by a social psychologist, Leon 
Festinger, suggest that "disonance" or discrpeancy, between the individuals private 
and publicly stated opinions is a highly unpleasant state, tending to make the indiv­
idual react in a way that reduces the conflict. Under these circumstances, the in­
dividual's private opinion is in jeopardy, and often changes to be congruent with the 
public statement.
True independence would appear to be a process of making judgements on the 
basis of the best sensory and logically reasoned evidence available to the individual, 
and holding to the judgement if group pressures are exerted to change this judgement. 
Sometimes, however, an individual may give the impression of being truly independent, 
when he is just reacting blindly and negatively to all pronouncements by his surround­
ing group. This type of person - the "professional" protector - is just as surely de­
termined in his behaviour by the group he consistently opposes as is the other person 
who always yields to the group.
In what is called "taue conformity," the individual's private opinion, or even 
his subjective sensory impression, actually changes. One tends to think of conformity- 
inducing techniques, such as brain-washing, as startling; but true conformity can 
be just as startling, and possibly, at times, more dangerous because less obviously 
recognisable. In true conformity, the individual's perception of. a situation, dr his 
opinion, seems to change, not because the group presents him with better sensory ev­
idence or logical reaspning, but because he is unable to withstand the stress and an­
xiety resulting from divergence from the group.. Seemingly, perception or opinion 
changes at a subconscious level; the individual later offering rationalisations to- 
make it appear that his yielding had a reasonable basis.
This duscussion has attempted to ishow that the- stress of differing from a group
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is extensive, and that only certain personalities can cope with this stress without 
yielding. If we can find out the personality variables that make for true indep­
endence, and if these are, as is most likely, a function of the individual's life 
experience, there are abvious implications for child developmental and educational 
practice. .
What then seems to contribute to productive non-conformity? I shall mention 
only a few findings, drawing heavily on a report by Pauline Pepinsky to-a symposium 
"Conformity and Deviation," held at the Louisiana State University in March, 196Q. 
Pauline Pepinsky writes "It is hardly surprising and clearly evident that individ­
uals - certainly individual women - who conspicuously demonstrate an ability to be 
both independent and productive are quite remarkable people, whose incidence is ex­
tremely rare. In their reported personal histories, there is repeated mention of 
early independence and achievement training and early education are patently clear." 
In general, Pepinsky's specially selected non-conformists might have been charact­
erized as "mature," having both spontaneity and self-control, as well as an ability 
tc»_form "warm, non-exploitative attachments to "others."
On the other hand, solitude does not distress them. "Their attitude towards 
authority is one of critical respect, rather than of unquestioning servility." They 
do conform to trivial matters, but on issue they consider important, they are' able 
to held their positions under pressure.
What distinguished these productive non-conformists from another group of 
non—conformists who were also of high ability, but were unproductive? In this Uni­
versity setting, the behaviour of non-productive non-conformists tends to be char­
acterised by emotional immaturity. These students seemed to be the "negative con­
formists" mentioned earlier. Generally, they presented rather a sad picture of the 
confused "rebel without a cause". They appeared hostile and self-destructive, and 
showed "atypical history of conflict with both parents, and identification with 
neither." They rejected standards of authorities and peers, but were unable to re­
place them with an integrated set of personal standards.
We have hinted at some of the early child developmental implications for 
productive non-confOrmity. What about the conditions in-the adult work situation' 
that maintain or destroy productive non-conformity, after it has already manifested 
itself in persons such as research scientists. Pepinsky reports a study carried 
put in a large, bureaucratically organised, research organisation. The most inter­
esting finding of this study was that whenever independent productive behaviour 
occurs and persists in a bureaucracy, there will nearly always be found z person 
who plays a parent-like role of "sponsor" or patron. This person invariably has 
prestige and authority in the organisation, and functions to encourage hia potent­
ially productive subordinate to express and test his own ideas. The patron's oth­
er important function is to protect the creative subordnnate from counter-reactions 
of others in the organization, at a time when adverse criticism could kill the germ 
of the creative idea; that is during its vulnerable, early, vaguely formulated 
stages.
Until now, the psychological research has been mainly useful in pointing up
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those areas which seem useful for investigation in relation to conformity and in­
dependence. With more detailed investigation, we hope will come a better under­
standing of the conditions which produce or destroy the ability for truly indep­
endent behaviour. This will be a step on the way towards understanding Man's 
striving to advance himself, and the knowledge can assist in the struggle.
— — tiOo1
SOME NOTES ON COLLEGE FOOD 
OR
HOW TO STARVE IN STYLE
Once upon a time, there lived in I.H. a young lass who supervised the 
Food Department - also at this time there we many he ipy collegians who had en­
ough to eat, and some.who didn't, but then they could never have enough.
One day this same young lass decided to leave college, and so she left — 
in the end. Then followed the 7 lean years.
Many Unhappy Underfed Collegians were upset, so something had to be done - 
eventually.
However, when something had been done, still the Sad Sound of Starved 
Students could be heard. 5omeone suggested (surreptituously) that perhaps the 
problem could be solved by providing more MEAT. But, alas, the time was not 
ripe (and neither was the fruit), and so the vegetables prevailed.
Nearly one hundred starving students were upset (lest you forget), so the 
pressure was there, and finally the breakthrough came - they put a MAN in there.
Now you, who are reading this tripe, you'd like a happy ending; but I 
the teller of the sad tale, must stick close by the truth. Thus, between the 
two, whcch differ (slightly albeit), 1 must confess to feeling somewhat green, 
(the colour of the bananas), because:-
To save the dollars and keep us happy,
He hovers around like an anxious Pappy;
So the girls who'd like to see us live,
Can't give us more from their 'fridge.
A.K-K.
---oOo'
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VOTING BEHAVIOUR IN AUSTRALIA
by
J, M, Boyd.
One of the questions that faces the student of Australian politics is this":
"Why do people vote as they do?" During the latter part of 1965, as part of my 
studies, I conducted a survey into the reasons for voting behaviour. A representat­
ive sample selected at random was enumerated_by .home visitation and by street inter­
views. The questionna_re sought information regarding the person's age, occupation, 
income, and past and present political interest and activity.
Almost half the people approached in the street declined to fll in the quest­
ionnaire, whilst only a few of those enumerated in their homes declined. Perhaps 
people are more self conscious when interviewed in the street than when they are at 
home. An estimated 90$ of those declining to'complete the questionnaire appeared to 
be unskilled or semi-skilled workers. The other 10$ appeared to be middle class men 
and women, some of whom would have cooperated had they not been pressed for time. Ass­
uming that the former group would predominately support.the A.L.P. and the latter the 
Lib.- C.P., an hypothesis postulated by certain political scientists that the former 
are still very class conscious and are not as ready to proclaim their political be­
liefs as are Lib. - C.P. Voters, seems to be supported.
Since the adoption of compulsory voting, the number of "Donkey Voters" has risen. 
These poople merely number their ballot paper from top to bottom with no regard for 
v\hom they are voting. The survey statistics showed that approximately 6$ of all voters 
record "Donkey Votes" always or sometimes. Most of the "Donkey Voters" interviewed 
were young' females, presumably with little political interest.
14$ of those interviewed would not vote if it were not compulsory. In Britain, 
under voluntary voting, there is usually an 80-05$ vote. Thus, if voluntary voting 
existed here, Australia's total vote, would quite likely be consistent with the Brit­
ish situation.
The survey showed that 79$ of all voters voted in the same manner as their 
parents; but to imagine that these people merely follow their parents tradition 
would eliminate their likelihood of their making their own decisions. Only 10$ of 
these said that their parents advised them to voté for a particular political party. 
However, more would adnit that their parents' political allegiance did influence 
their own political beliefs. Many would have given the matter considerable thought, 
and because of the bias of parental influence, would eventually vote for the same 
political party. Of the -other 21$ of the voters who did not vote in the same manner 
as their parents, 67$ have changed to the Lib. - C.P., 16,5$ to the A.L.P. and 16.5$ 
to the D.L.P. This proportionally greater swing to the Lib.- C.P. has occurred 
during the last two decades, which have been characterised by stability and affluence. 
The smaller swing to the D.L.P. may be the consequence of the erosion of the class 
basis of politics. Prrhaps, upwardly mobile Catholic voters support that party en 
m  ute to the Liberal party.
20 -
Wives arc often influenced by the voting habits of their husbands. The sur­
vey revealed that 88% of married women vote for the same party as do their husbands. 
The wives may have thought seriously before making a decision* but it appear? that 
many ore influenced by their "politically more knowledgable husbands". However, 
woman discuss' whom they intend to vote for more than men do.
Some people vote for a particular politician because they feel he will be the 
best person to represent them, and not merely because he belongs to a specific pol­
itical party. However, only 19% of the voters vote for the "man" in preference to 
the party. Even though these people may be''well acquaint 3 with the politician and 
his capabilities, many would still vote for the party they are supporting now, even
if the politician was standing for the opposing party.
Age has bearing on voting pattern":. In the 21 - 35 age group, the survey
revealed- a greater support for the Lib. - C.P. The oldest person in this would
have known only a Lib.- C.P. government in power during his or her voting life, 
and are probably quite satisfied with a continuation of the present situation. Young­
er people vote less conservatively than older people, and generally show less in­
terest in politics. There was on almost equal distribution between the two major 
parties for voters in the ”' 5 - 5 0  age group. There were many more Lib. - C.P. vot­
ers than A.L.P. voters in those interviewed who were 50 - 65 years. Thwse more pros­
perous axe usually found in this age group, and such people generally support the 
Lib. - C.P. Liberal support‘rs also predominated dightly in those interviewed who 
were over"65 years.
Social factors arc very important, especially notions of class and status. 
Almost 90% of those interviewed felr that money is the basis of class distinction 
in Australia. About two-thirds of these voted Lib. - C.P. and one third Labour.
Most people recognize their socio-economic status, and support the party which they
think is composed of men and women who are like themselves, or whom they would like
to resemble. Very little is known about the process of political socialization 
in Australia, whereby children, mainly in their teens, acquire a political map, 
learn to distinguish between the political parties, and learn who "their sort of
people" are expected to vote for. Adults’ experiences are communicated, and a com­
bination of the father’s life experiences and his socio-economic status can set a 
voting pattern which will survive considerable social mobility on the part of the 
child in later adult life.
The survey statistics revealed a strong relationship between income and pol­
itical allegiance. Those people with an income of less than 150D dcllãrs were al­
most evenly divided between Lib.- C.P; Those in the 1500 - 2000 dollars group fav­
oured the A.L.P.: and those in the 2000 - 3000 group slightly favoured the Lib. - 
C.P. However, those in the 3000 - 4000 dollars and above group showed overwhelming 
support for the Lib. - C.P.
Political scientists estimate that approximately 20% of the voters are 
swing or floating voters. In my survey, 29% of the people interviewed had voted for 
some other political party in the past. ThgLs included people who had changed per­
manently from one party to another, the conscious swinging voter who carefully
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studies the "pros" and "cons" before casting a vote; and the swinging voter who is 
easily mislead ty election promises and propaganda. Of these swinging voters, 35% 
take an interest in politics.
When asked if they considered all the policies before casting a vote, 70% of 
those enumerated said they.did, whilst 30% said they did not, or only on occasions. 
However, only 6% of those interviewed could list one point in the policy of the party 
for which they vòted in the last Federal election.
The widespread apathy of the Australian voter is a most important considerat­
ion here. The survey revealed that 45% of the people could not care which party was 
in power^:and that only 31% of the people take an interest in politics. Examples 
of this can be seen in the following extracts from the Canberra Times and the News 
Weekly. A gentleman was asked, "What do you think of the South Vietnamese Prime Min­
ister?" . He replied, "From what I see in the news papers, Chou En-Lai is a good sort. 
We should make sure he doesn't get tossed our." Two other young men believed that 
Voetnam was a part of Indonesia, and that the sending of Australian troops was the 
beginning of a "get tough" policy against President Sukarno.
These background variables play a crucial role in determining support for a 
particular political party, - socio-economic status, religion, enthnic origin, and 
urban-rural distribution. Political "apathy is a basis determinant. Perhaps the sit­
uation may change with the rise in the educational standard of the community.• At 
present, so many care so little about politics, and are easily led or influenced by 
parents, husbands, or opinion leaders. In Australia the influence of the voluble 
over the gullible is very great.
•oOo--
A STREAM OF CDIM5CIDUSME55
by
Ragbir.
I sit down at my table after a year in this sun-drenched country, and look 
out on to the Australian landscape. A year has passed, bringing with it a crop of 
fresh experiences, tragedies, and frustrations. My face is a'face you have seen 
many times in El Greco.'s. paintings. Yet it is a face that belongs to my ancestors, 
and you will remember, my ancestors tore across a continent and built cities where 
there were only deserts. And now, after thousands of years, there is nothing left 
of the cities - only ruins and dust. A great quietness hangs over these cities of 
the dead. A few more years will pass by, and then I shall be gone too. You will 
not. remember I was here, or that you moved in my stream of consciousness.
In the room the men come and go, not talking of Michelangelo as Prufock 
would have it, but talking instead of sex and grog, grog and sex, and perhaps that's 
all that you will ever hear, read, or think. More will come and dine with us, and 
leave with one night's passionate memories.of a matron they loved and buried. No, 
no, th^were not meant to have an Oedipus complex, nor were they meant to write a 
"Stabat Mater". They only came and "walked all over you" with the Swinging Couhts. 
But can you or I have any wish to change the multitude for the happiness of a few? 
Shame! shame! fe-fò-fe-fum, you'll lese a thumb if you try.
I grow old, I grow old. I shall be dead and you will be gone, I will never 
know your name, but perhaps you will hear mine or remember it when you are a little 
sober. I have a warm bed, but not a car to take you home. Perhaps you can stay 
here, as long as you don't disturb my neighbour with your loud sighs and moans.
And Sue, if you are good, I'll get the maid to bring up the breakfast for us. Awake, 
for the sun in the East has caught the Sultan's turret in a noose of light.
"Busy old fool, unruly sun,
Why dost thou thus,
Through windows and through curatins call on us?
Must to thy motions lover's seasons run?"
Perhaps, it's six or seven. Roger's still in bed with a damsel or two. Does 
it matter? Let's slepp on, or perhaps pretend to sleep on.
"Ding, dong, dell,
Wendy's rung the beel."
And so they come into the dining-room looking neat and tidy like cute little 
penguins. Academic gowns and academic heads and toes. There they stand, the very 
distinguished yours and yours, living copies of Cambridge, Oxford, and of course,
St. John's (Did I say something wrong?). Someone, perhaps it is a Buddhist priest 
(Shanti, shanti, this is the way it will end) in soft Australian accent chants out 
the evening grace,
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"May drunkeness prevail............ "
But that's not all. The coffee's good, but the tea's better still. The wine's
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alright, if you know where to store it. They have a cellar, but they sell the cheap­
est wines. You know we can't afford the expensive ones, but we would like to have 
a guest or two- at our wine parties, just to be in the social swim. Perhaps, it's 
your dad's income that keeps your lips stained red, or perhaps it's the Colombo Plan. 
It's a good plan for wine drinkers. Join it and taste the Australian wines,. Money 
back if not satisfied.
After the Drambuie (only the cultured few taste it) and a cigar or two, the 
senior copnon room settles down to an orgy of imaginative prose. A tall, dark man 
with a neatly kept beared (perhaps he is one of the three wise men from the East)- 
is telling them all of David and Bathsheba. Lowering his voice he says,
"And David sent messengers, and took her, and she came in unto him, 
and he lay with her, for she was purified from her uncleanness: 
and «he returned into her holise. And the woman conceived, and 
sent and told to David, and said I am with child."
(2 Samuel.II.2-5)
And yet our earliest imaginative experiences of sex often stem from the wild­
erness of the Jewish imagination. How öfter have we thought of Joseph and Potiphan's 
wife, ("And she daught him by his garmet saying, Lie with me....") and had our souls 
fired by the warmth of life. Those experiences of childhood, when the thirst was so 
great, and achievement seem to be beyond our grasp; when all these feelings lurked 
and haunted us i.n the shadows of our beings. Yet they were painfully sweet, and out 
of them grew the sensitivity and sensibility of love for another human being.
Shall I sit down or stand up, when you play "God Save the Queen"? Save the 
Queen but not God —  we have put the Golden Calf in place of God. The beer's bought 
at the expense of the Students' Club. Away with non—drinkers. Yeal give them the
pepsi-cola. Hayes' a horse's A..., so they say. Down, down, down, down......  and
down we go, down the hill. Mike broke his crown, and Jill lost her petticoat, and 
the tutors laughed with glee.
And now the evening has cast itself upon us, and soon the sky vili be dusted 
with summer stars. I shall be here, looking out on to the Australian landscape again. 
But my thoughts, will forever go back' to old Salim's bar near the dockyards in Con­
stantinople, where as the night closes upon the day, the man will come and be merry. 
They will talk of me and Lisa, and wonder why I have not returned. And when, in the 
early hours of the morning, they leave Salim's bar, they will repeat softly those 
words inscribed on his door;
"There is neither;east or west^
Border, nor breed, nor birth, nor colour.
When two strong men stand face to face,
Though they come from the ends of the earth."
■oDo—
T H A T  BEARDED MAN 
A G A IN
L . to R .: R . W ilson, H. 
Rasmussen, R . Hurley, 
R. Bhathal, P. W ilson, 
R. Rupanner.
A  F A V O U R IT E  P A S T IM E
Chee Veh Song about to h it one back.
C O N S T R U C T IO N  CON TINUES
Ph il. Venton works on the College Shop.
TOP : THE VICTORIOUS HOCKEY TEAM
L. to R.: F. Lo, Kanesin, R. W ilson, C. O 'N e ill, Ragbir, 
Liew Ah Choy, C. Leinster, Mr. I. Cribb, A. Fernandez, 
R. Hendle.
LEFT : A QUIET CHAT IN THE LIBRARY
L. to R.: M r. I. Cribb, Hasanbasri, and M r. Z. Rahmani.
BELOW : GATHERING AT THE FOUNDATION STONE
L. to R.: Pang Kim Hong, Mr. B M artin, N. Tuan, 
P. Wong.
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COLLEGE 5P0RT
Here are reports of the activities of the various College Sporting teams.
HOCKEY
The only sport worth mentioning at International House, Cessar would have 
said,' is hockey. It was not just a case of having made history, but also of re­
cording it for the future generations of our College. Yes, International House had 
a right to be proud, for after only a year since the formation of the College, we 
excelled in at least one sport in the I.C.C. arena. There they were - the forwards, 
and that bearded full-back (what the hell do you think you are doing there, you 
bearded old man!) creating havoc and disrupting the opponents’ defence. Yes - a
goal, another one, another, and another........ It was victory for International
House.
This year the team lost Robert James Morrison Hallon/ out brilliant gold 
medallist. Bob had been noted for his eager participation in the sport. Whenever 
he felt a violent urge to come down for hocke/ prddtie^,he turned once about the 
House and crept into bed, until the feeling wore off. Nevertheless, in his absence, 
we were a little apprehensive of our chances of success this season. Fortunately, 
three new members joined the team - Clive Leinster, Arther Mousamas, and Chris 
O ’Neill. One new find for the season was Wilde's most cherished friend, not Lord, 
but just plain Alfred Fernandez. Our congratulations go to Clive Leinster and 
Chris O'Neill, who were selected for the Inter-Varsity side. Clive was also sel­
ected to represent the Combined Australian Universities Hockey team, to tour New 
Zealand later this year. Ray Hendle, Kanesin, Rod Wilson, and Tham, all. revealed 
brilliant form throughout the competition. Felix performed nobly in defending the 
International House goal, while Liew Ah Choy smoked a cigar and drank vodka, much 
to the annoyance of the ataacking team. The star of the season was our little Red- 
cliffe darling, Ray Hendle.
The "following were selected to represent the combined I.C.C. Teams Ray 
Hendle, A. Kanesin, Clive Leinster, Ragbir.
Those who represented International House this season included: Rod Wilson,
Ray Hendle, Arthur Mousasas, Clive Leinster, Tham T. Meng, Liew Y. Kiong, Chris 
O'Neill, Yeo S. Seng, Kanesin, Alfred Fernandez, Fnlix Lo, John Teh, Liew Ah Choy, 
Ragbir.
We wish to thank the rest of the college for giving us their support.
•oOo—
Ragbir
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ATHLETICS,
I.C.C. Athlot.ics were held in first term. Heavy rain caused the meeting to 
be postponed for a week after the original date. This was a disastrous decision 
for International House, as many of.our athletes had examinations that week. At 
one stage it seemed that we would field a team well, below normal strength.
The meeting was'not a particularly successful one for International House.
□ur athletes gave their be.st,. but the be fcter placings eluded them in most events. 
Injury struck the team, when Tom Soo hurt his thigh, and was unfit for his remaining 
events.
Nevertheless, Lawrence Chu shone with an excellent second in high jump. Others 
who gained placings were Tony Drouyn, Yeo 5. Seng, and T. M. Tham. The other team 
members, Barry Fuller, Steve Atkinson,.Ray Lovitt, Tom Soo, and Tom Stephens, made 
a gallant effort.
Emmanuel won the competition. Dur final position at the end of the day was 
fifth. Next year, with better training and better luck, we should perform much better.
-----0O0—
T,M. Tham.
FOOTBALL.
The Inter-College football this year was of ver/ high standard, and Intern­
ational House did well to make strong inaroads into this highly competitive field.
The season opened poorly for us; when we-went down in a crushing defeat 
to King's College. On this occasion, however, we were without some of'our best play­
ers, including Captain-coach John Hulbert,
After this, -the. team settled down to some solid training, and showed quite 
remarkable fitness in the games which followed. The next match, played against 
Union College, resulted ina truumphant win for International House, Notable feat­
ures of•this game were a seventy-five yard dash by centre Ian Tuffs to score under 
the post, and a beautiful try by John Hulbert, the result Of fine coordination and 
team work. There was also a good.attempt at a field goal by five-eighth, Ian Keys, 
from the front of the posts. Winger Peter Wilson just failed to gather up the ball 
befor it feounced out near the corner post.
Encouraged by the victory, the team trained well during the next week in 
preparation for the game aOainst 5t.'Le"'s, The night before the match, most of 
the team went to bed early - that is, early in the morning, and arrived at the oval 
fit and fresh. The team played good hard foootball and revealed top condition to 
defeat St. Leo's 9 - 3 .  The star of the match was Steve Atkinson, whose strong tackles 
saved several tries. One could say that the men in gold completely out played those 
in greens, in all phases of the match.
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This win was followed by three defeats; the first by Cromwell 1 1 - 3 ;  we 
,hen went down convincingly to 5t. John's and also to Emmanuel. Strangely, the 
scores of both these matches cannot be recalled.
Overall, the team this year was quite a good one. The outstanding player 
of the season was back John Hulbert, who went to play for Queensland. Both Steve 
Atkinson and Peter Dodd played consistently and well. Of the six matches played, 
International House won two, both of these in grand style. And these wins were 
followed by the due celebrations.
W. McCormack.
---oGO---
SHOOTING.
Once again tiis year the Interndional House Light Artillery took its stand 
on the Belmont Range, with the usual result - a rather poor display of marksmanship. 
The College finished in place, while St. John's won, and Kings came second. Prom­
inent marksmen were Tom Stephens and Dick Hinde, who thereby earns the title "Dead 
Eye." :The team also included Phil Block, Liew Ah Choy, Paul Burza, and Dave East­
on, all of whom showed their true form under rather windy conditions.
It seems likely that shooting will be voted out of the I.C.C. Competition 
next year. But, if this is not so, then International House is a certain winner; 
because a telescopic sight and sub-machine guns are to be purchased.
.-- oOo---
BASKETBALL
Both the College and the team began the basketball season this year with 
high hopes. The accurate and well-coordinated team which was formed, eventually 
brought International House its first non-tied I.C.C. Premership. Out front was 
Fred Tsen, Felix Lo, Tan, and Ignatius Yo. Under the basket were Kevin Que Noy, 
Clive Leinster, Lawrence Chu, Steve Atkinson, and Barry Fuller.
The team's promise was revealed by a 31 - 16 win in the first game against 
King's. Next, we defeated Union by the comfortable margin of 46 - 26. Then foll­
owed the turning point of the season, when the House went down 23 - 30 to St. Leo's 
After this shock defeat, the team began to practise in earnest. Certain physiolog­
ical and psychological phenomena were apparent in the game against St, John's. With 
an overall average of three and half hours sleep, and some heavy drinking the night 
before, the team won by 37 - 14. The next game against arch-foe Cromwell saw the 
team employ, effective defence, height, and exceptional awareness and shooting, to 
win 40 - 28, and obtain at least a chance at the title.
In the final game, tremendous support from the College assisted the team to 
defeat Emmanuel by 47 - 1B. The premiership was ours. That night, certain college 
and team members celebrated at a city restaurant. Warm thanks go both to those who 
came down to practise with the team (including that tall Swiss), and also to the 
members of College who cheered us on. Congratulations go to Fred Teen, Felix Lo, 
and Barry Fuller, who were selected for the I.C.C. team. B. Fuller.
ROWING
The purchase.of_ a. rowing eight this year meant a significant step forward in 
College rowing. For: the first time, International House was able to compete in the 
most important-race of the I.C.C. Reggtte - the Inter College.Eights.
The season, commenced well, with much interest and enthusiasm,' The Students' 
Club gave the necessary permission to purchase an Eight. However, this boat was 
bought second-hand, and needed a sanding and uarnish. In the meantime, crew members 
joined the University Rowing Club, and used the University rowing fours at various 
hours of the early morning and late evening.
When the varnishing was completed, training for the Eights began in earnest.
The crew voted to stay at College and train over the Easter break. A College Four 
commenced training, coached and coxed by members of the Eight who were able to spare 
the time. One of the main problems which arose-was the difficulty in arranging a 
suitable time for training. Often lecture time-tables forced us to practice late 
in the evening. While this meant less congestion on the pontoon and in the rivej^ 
never in our short history of rowing hod we seen so many wash-creating barges.
The Warden kindly arranged for the "four" to have the use of a B.B.C. Boat.
Despite some vigorous protests, calisthenics were introduced before each row, 
and We slowly attained some degree of condition. Then came the most strenuous part 
of the training - the daily row of 1,250 metres, the distance to be covered in the 
Regatta . itself. One night shortly before the rer; , a rendezvous was arranged with 
the "four" to practice starting. Then we were able to have two very successful pract­
ice starts against the King's College crew. Before the race, the crew polished, 
cleaned and oiled the boot for the final effort.
We managed a good start in the race itself. Throughout the course, the crew 
kept well up With the competitors. After this performance, the College can feel reas­
onably confident that in-tftsttfciturc; years International House will prove a strong 
rawing force- to be reconed with. lhe"four" produced an enthusiastic, if unsuccess­
ful.effort. Thanks to a "pair" borrowed from Women's College, John Teh and Ian 
Wright were able to compete in the "pairs" race. But for the misfortune of a faulty 
slide in the first few strokes, they might have gained a place.
Acknowledgment must be given to the people responsible for the fund-raising 
efforts which resulted in the purchase of the "Eight". I refer to Jeff Spender and 
Yeo Song Seng, and their efforts in staging the successful cabaret, "Verboten." The 
names of the other helpers are too numerous to mention, but on behalf of the rowers,
I wish to thank all of them here.
The crews which represented the College in the Regatta were:-
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Inter-College Eights Inter-College Fours
Paul Burza 
Michael McBride 
Phillip Venton 
Richard Hinde 
Enrico Garcia-Mendez 
Kim Price 
Steve Atkinson
Anthony Kellond-Kj¿ght (stroke) 
Grant Vinning (cox)
Trevor Allingham 
Yeo Song Seng 
Peter Dodd
Bill McCormack (stroke) 
John Teh (cox)
Inter-College Pairs
Ian Wright 
John Teh (stroke) 
N.Q. Due (cox)
□ur thanks go to Ian Wright for his coaching on those long training runs, 
and alsccjta those who coxed the crews during the season.
A. Kellond-Knight.
GOLF
Once again, International House came second to St. John's in this unoffic­
ial I.C.C. sport. Those who performed creditably included Ian Keys and John Hul- 
bert, who scored 83 and 81 respectively. The Warden also rates a special mention. 
After his usual nine-hole practice the week before, he was playing very well.
His partner was beginning tonthink that his middle name was Arnold Palmer. Then 
the 13th hole presented itself. Perhaps it was the high pressure golf, or the 
night before. In any case, Mr. Cribb lost three balls, and finished the hole well 
over par.
Other members of the team were the "Western wizard", Dave Easton, the 
"Asian Ace", John Teh; and the stick swinger, Dick Hinde. It was difficult to 
discern whether Bill McCormack was playing golf, or learning to lose balls.
Perhaps next year, the House team will manage to defeat St. John's, and 
remove the Cup from that College's mantelpeice. To that end, and for their future 
enjoyment and relaxation, I would suggest that anyone who has the chance, should 
learn to play the game, and discover that one can have much fun putting balls in 
holes that seem far too small.
---oDo——
Unfortunately, reports from Swimming, Tennis, Squash, and Cricket were 
not to hand at the time when this Magazine went to print.
— oOo---
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INSIDE THE 5ENIDR COMMON ROOM.
RAGBIR:
"Whoso would be a man must be a nonconformist."
Visitors to the College have often commented on that bearded man who swings 
a hockey stick, and smokes a long pipe. Indeed, Ragbir's main interest seems to 
be hockey. Yet, he manages to find time to pursue both a Master's degree in Science, 
and also several attractive women.
A cultured person and an admirer of El Greco, Ragbir is a man of strong views 
and kind heart. Though he has, after much protest, acquiesced to the decisions of 
the Student Club meetings, one suspects that secretly, Ragbir prefers the happiness 
of the few to the wishes of the many.
DICK HURLEY:
"Did wines, old women, old cars."
A brilliant engineer from Great Britain, Dick resides in the top of "E" block, 
and mangges to keep everyone awake with blasts from his favourite musical instru­
ment. Apart from his College Spy activities, Dick is Vice-President of the Stu­
dents' Club this year, and was a major force in the Debating Team. He has made a 
valiant effort to stimulate the cultural and intellectual life of the College.
Every Saturday afternoon, Dick, the proud owner of an ancient Holden, gath­
ers a worthy crowd of prospective engineers and mechanics to watch his extensive 
overhauls and famous "power take-offs".
TONY KELLOND-KNIGHT:
"You have the custard first, John."
This quiet, unassuming Englishman, whose strong preferences arfe Evensong 
and rowing, hopes to complete a Commerce degree this year. His manners at dinner 
have been described äs those of the perfect English gentleman. Rarely was he 
heard to complain about College food.
Against the most barbed attacks from various quarters, Tony remains a staunch 
advocate of the Western military presence in Vietnam, though he deplores unnecess­
ary displays of violence. College rowing owes »jch to him. Not only was he res­
ponsible for obtaining our first eight, but also his concern and enthusiasm sus­
tained the rowing team, both in training and in the Regatta itself.
30 -
ROD WILSON:
"But we haven't even announced our engagement yet"
The German language occupied much of this worthy collegian's time this year, 
yet Rod also performed the arduous duties of Secretary of the Students' Club, and 
participated in several sporting teams. His activities whilst on holidays in North 
Queensland continue to remain uncertain, but Rod finds it increasingly difficult 
to deny rumours of an imminent engagement. .
IAN KEYS:
"It is better to have loved and lost, than never to have loved at all."
Ian has surprised everyone by stating that he expects to join the medical 
profession at the end of the year. College President in 1965, he has assumed the 
position of Elder Statesman this year. A strong College man, Ian has made clear 
his belief in the Fresher system as an essential moulder of College spirit. He is 
one of the keenest participants in College sport, playing in several teams.
Because he regularly entertained a member of the fair sex on Sunday evenings, 
Ian felt himself well-equipped to propose the toast to the Ladies at the Valedict­
ory Dinner.
SAM AWUAH : -
"The trouble with Nkrumah was........ "
Perhaps, the most memorable things about Sam are his wide grin and cheery 
greeting. A Ghanaian studying for a Master's Degree in Agricultural Economics, 
Sam is an avid soccer fan, and a staunch supporter of College activities.
Since coming to Australia, he has shown a certain fondness for exploring 
the landscape. Men still talk of his experiences on the Atherton Talbeland. At 
the Formal this year, Sam struck a noble pose in his national costume. Pcrpahs 
others will follow his example next year.
JOHN TEH:
"My duty as a gentleman has never interfered with my pleasures in the 
smallest degree."
A medico from Malaysia, John has shown a strong preference for things Aust­
ralian. President of the College this year, he displayed a keen interest in the
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various affairs and activities around him, but was especially pleased with our per­
formance in the Beer drinking Competition. Unfortunately, he is known to blush 
when under the influence.
The occasional lone feamle visitor to College could always find John a will­
ing guide and consolation.
JOHN CONCANNON:
"The fatherly touch..... "
Very much a family man, John keeps other members of College fully aware of 
the activities of his little ones in Cairns. This portly man of letters is one of 
the hardest workers in College. On several occasions, he has helped to restore 
sanity to meetings of the Students' Club.
However, to everyone's surprise, John appeared at the Coffee and Port tast­
ing evening in his pyjamas and dressing gown. His excuse was the usual - an unex­
pected late phone call from Cairns.
RAY BEI LBY:
"A man of wit and repartee."
This friendly student of English admits how difficult it is to forget that 
he was once a school teacher. Noted for his openmindness, he has shown interest 
in religion, politics, liquor, women, and under the eager guidance of D'Arcy and 
Lovitt, engineering and automobiles.
To the concern of his fellows, Ray was struck down with sickness towards the 
end of the year. Same blamed overwork; others knowingly mentioned the Valedictory 
Smoko. Nevertheless, he has recovered.
Future prospects: Number one nomination for College Spy in 1967.
■oQo---
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